A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
this considerable period the influence of the French language
in England extended continually. At first it is found spoken
at court before the Conquest under Edward the Confessor, and
presumably by all those about the King—his wife and brother-
in-law Harold and many of the chief nobles—as it certainly
was by many prominent officials who were actually French in
birth and had come into the country after EthelrecTs marriage
to Emma\of Normandy, increasing in numbers and influence
after Emma's son, Edward the Confessor, had come to the
throne. With the Conquest, of course, there came a flood of
French-speaking 'nobles'—i.e., squires great and small—and
there arrived also a considerable number of French-speaking
people of the middle and lower classes.
But the spread of a language is quite different from the
spread of a race or kinship, and just as the mixed dialects
called Anglo-Saxon, with their strong German elements, had
spread over the island many hundred years earlier, although
comparatively few German-speaking men had actually settled
in Britain, so from the few thousand French-speaking people
of the eleventh century the French language spread rapidly
throughout England to thousands of families who had nothing
but native blood in them. From less than a hundred years
after the Conquest onward—that is, through the reign of
Henry II and the early Plantagenets—French may be called
the dominating language. In the cottages of an English village
you would find it little understood, only partially possibly by
a few people, though many French terms got into the popular
speech; but in the towns it was more and more common, and
there must have been a very large belt, both in town and
country but particularly in the towns, which was, as I have
said, bilingual; while the upper class, including pretty well
everybody who wrote, framed public policy, or expressed
current thought, used French as a matter of course—and much
the greater part of them could talk and think in no other
language.
We have seen how French in 1300-50 might be compared
to English in Wales at the present day: it is the best modern
parallel by which we can understand a state of affairs which
seems so strange to the modern Englishman—an England the
cultural language of which was French. There were exceptions,
especially in religious work, which of its nature demands (in
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